
The daily help in the stable and the yard
”Max“
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w.r-m-h.atMit der Sonne beginnt ein neuer Tag -
mit Vertrauen eine Freundschaft.

Scraper “MAX”

“MAX” - Feeder

Kombi “MAX”

The battery-powered device in 3 versions



“Max” - Daily help, easy to use

Cross separations easily accessible

Compact design

The scraper facilitates the daily work in the barn enormously - without effort

Benefits that are impressive

Easy pushing of the feed

Water troughs are no obstacle

Standard body protection button for tight areas Quiet, emission-free and no stress for your animals

Gimbal-mounted slide for optimum ground adaption

robust

handy

noiseless

emission-free

effective

inexpensive

WWW.R-M-H.AT“MAX” - THE BATTERY-POWERED SCRAPER

No.:701



Scraper and chassis:
The entire structure of the scraper 
and the slider head are made 
of stainless steel and therefore 
absolutely rust-free. This is a serious 
advantage and guarantees you a 
long service life. The slider head 
is gimbal-mounted on the chassis 
and can be optimally adapted 
to unevenness of the spout. The 
low-wear cleaning strip made of 
polyurethan on the slider can be 
turned and saves additional cash. All 
screw connections are also made of 
stainless steel. The short construction 
is an advantage in narrow stables.

      Driving unit:
The maintenance-free driving unit has a very strong 24V engine 
and directly via a differential gear (no chains or V-belt). This 
allows the scraper to steer very easily and allows a relaxed 
driving style even in very large farms. The built-in controller 
provides a soft start and controls all processes.

Batteries:
The power comes from 2 maintenance-free 12V AGM batteries that are charged via a regulated 
220V charger. They are placed directly above the driving unit and are easily accessible.
The impact-resistant hood made of polycarbonate protects it from cold, dirt and moisture.

      Tires:
We use large and very wide tires as standard to get good grip on 
any surface. In addition, the tires are filled with antifreeze to bring 
the enormous thrust to the ground. Thanks to the tractor profile the 
tires can easily be cleaned.
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The ergonomically shaped tiller head enables relaxed operation of the scraper. It com-
bines all important details to a central operating unit.

      Rollers:
For comfortable sliding along the cubicles or walls.
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With the compact dimensions, you can easily negotiate obstacles such as: 
water troughs, cross separations and the like. The zero-emission and noiseless 

driving unit of the scraper ensures stress-free use in the cattle shed.

Soil will become drier and less-groined, and the risk of transmitting claw diseases will 
be greatly reduced - your cattle will thank you.

The professional association has tested our device and awarded us for the ease of use and 
safety features.

“Max” - the scraper facilitates the cleaning work in the barn enormously and is also 
a valuable assistant for pushing the feed.

      Screw:
The contact pressure of the scraper can be adjusted.
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Main switch

Integrated battery charge indicator

With a slide control the driving speed can be pre-selected.

The rocker-switch for forward driving and reversing can be operated with the right or left 
hand and sets the device continuously in motion.

The most importent safety detail is the red body protection button, which protects the 
operator against entrapment when driving backwards in narrows stables.

The battery charging plug is attached in front of the tiller head at the bottom of the 
drawbar tube proteced from dirt and damage.

The height of the control panel can be adjusted.
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“Max” - the battery   - powered scraper

“MAX” - THE BATTERY-POWERED SCRAPER WWW.R-M-H.AT

robust

handy

noiseless

emission-free

effective

inexpensive



Convenient slatted floor and stable area cleaning

Wide tires - filled with antifreeze

Height-adjustable operating unit

Ergonomically shaped tiller head for relaxed operation

The valuable helper in the stable and the yard

Cleaning strip made of polyurethan (reversible)

Battery charging plug protected attached

Main switch

Slide control
for preselection of the final speed

Rocker switch – vario
for forward driving and reversing

Battery charging indication
Body protection 

button

Side run-up rollers mounted on the scraper

Easy to clean thanks to smooth surfaces

Regulated charger with wall bracket

Charging plug with strain relief and handle

Versatile and easy to handle

“MAX” - THE BATTERY-POWERED SCRAPER WWW.R-M-H.AT



Threefold swiveling plate Extendable feed deflector for hay

The entire construction of the battery-powered professional unit 
is completely made of stainless steel, and therefore a guarantee 
for a long life.

The coupled, swiveling plate is attached close to the drive unit, 
which has a very positive effect in narrow stables. The extendable 
feed deflectors ensure that no leftover feed can wrap over the 
axle.

The drive via differential gear with 24V motor is very high quality 
and absolutely maintenance-free. The smooth operation of 
the slider is done via a comfortable tiller head with integrated 
body protection button, which makes it completely impossible 
to pinch the operator when driving backwards. The maximum 
speed can be pre-selected via a slide control. The battery charge 
indicator and the main switch are very clearly integrated in the 
ergonomically shaped tiller head. The impact-resistant plastic 
hood protects the maintenance-free gel batteries and ensures 
optimal use of the device even at very low temperatures. The 
emission-free drive of the slide works whisper-quiet and ensures 
stress-free use in the barn.

The wide tires provide optimum grip on any surface and are 
easy to clean.

RMH -  “Max” Feeder For pushing hay, silage and grass

WWW.R-M-H.ATRMH - “MAX” FEEDER

No.:725

robust

handy

noiseless

emission-free

effective

Swiveling 
shield

6 - 8 hours
battery life

integrated 
body protection 

button



The great demand for an even more flexible machine has 
resulted in the development of a unique quick-change system. 
With this it is possible to couple different tools effortlessly and 
within seconds to the basic device.

RMH - Kombi “Max” The versatile helper with quick coupler

WWW.R-M-H.ATRMH - KOMBI “MAX”

locking mechanism
for quick change of tools

NEW

For quick change of tools
Bone-hard work has become child‘s play on hundreds of farms 
throughout Europe since 2012. Thanks to our popular “Max“ 
battery devices, which keep the slatted floors and spouts clean or 
help with feeding the animals.

Practical helper for pushing hay, grass and silage

Effortless snow removal • fivefold adjustable 

For slatted floor and stable outside area cleaning
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Mit der Sonne beginnt ein neuer Tag -
mit Vertrauen eine Freundschaft.

Innovative technology for agriculture

For further questions 

our team is always at 

your disposal. 
+43 6214 20 917

www.r-m-h.at
Learn more about our products.

Hay Dryer Accessories Heat Exchanger

Scraper „MAX“

Woodchip DryerDehumidifier

„MAX“ FeederFeedpusher

Sungrove, Tullyvohaun, Boyle, 
Co.Roscommon, Ireland

Tel.: +353 86 81 30 876
+353 86 15 28 237

Mail: info@moreway.ie
www.moreway.ie 


